
Hook - Black

Thread - Fire Orange

Tag - Silver Oval

Tail - Red Bucktail

         Pearl Krystal Flash

Rib - Silver Oval

Rear Body - Fllat Silver

Mid Hackle - Red Whiting Hen

Rib - Silver Oval

Front Body - Black Seals Fur

Hackle -Blue Whiting Hen

Eyes - Jungle Cock
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TAY SHRIMP

The hackles I have used are called Whiting Lace Wing. They are

basically a reverse Badger with back tip and coloured centre. You

can use plain coloured hackles and mark the tips with Black perma-

nent marker to get the same effect.

Secure the hook in the vice. Tie in the thread and wind down to the

bend tying in a length of Oval Silver.  Wind the Oval 4 turns back-

wards to form a tag, take the Oval between the 2 hooks and pull

back towards the head. Secure with the thread and trim off. Prepare

a bunch of Red Bucktail. Tie in for the tail about twice the hook

length. Tie in 4 strands of Pearl Krystal Flash the same length. Tie in

a length of Silver Oval and a length of Flat Silver and wind the thread

to the midpoint trapping in everything, trim the waste. Wind the Flat

Silver up to here forming the rear body. Rib with the Oval and trim off.

Tie in a Red hackle by the tip. Double it and wind 3 turns. Tie in a

length of Silver Oval secure tightly with the thread and trim off. Dub

the thread with Black Seals fur. Wind up to the head forming the front

body. Rib with the Oval and trim off. Tie in a Blue hackle by the tip,

double it and wind 3 turns. Prepare a pair of Jungle Cock eyes and

tie in so that they lie slightly flat on the top of the hook. Double back

the waste stalks and tie in tightly. They should be about half the body

length. Form a neat small head and whip finish. Now apply several

coats of thin clear varnish to produce a smooth shiny head.




